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Ваш надійний помічник

 

Middle DevOps (Azure) Engineer, Forex Broker Systems
 

Харків,  
 

Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB
фахівці

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: середня
Досвід роботи: не вимагається

Графік роботи: повний робочий
день

Опис
вакансії
 

This UK-based client of DataArt conducts more than a million foreign exchange transactions a year and their forecasts of the
development of the foreign exchange market are considered among the most accurate in the world.
DataArt experts began reorganizing the IT system of the company in order to improve the UI and renovate the back-end. The system
stores all of the company's data (client contacts, transaction history, algorithms for calculating bonuses, pay lists etc.) and runs on
the Microsoft technology stack: the database is managed by MS SQL, .NET is used as the framework, and JavaScript is used for
creating the interface.
The next step of our cooperation was the parallel development of an online service system for the iOS-based mobile application.
In order to increase turnover the client needed to automate the interaction with currency buyers and sellers to the maximum.
DataArt's employees implemented a significant part of the transactions in online mode, which helped to minimize the costs for
conducting them that led to an increase in use and total income. The system stores all data about the transactions, and it can be
accessed by both the company's employees and its customers. JavaScript and AngularJS were used to create this online system.
A native iOS application was also implemented using a similar .NET-base API but slightly expanded. The user is granted access to a
restricted set of data contained in the system.
The next stage of development for our client will be to access to the market for derivatives such as futures. In order for this to
happen, we need to provide our client with a scalable system that stores all the company's data. Today this data is stored in the third
normal form (3NF) on the MS Azure cloud platform.
The scalable system is also required for the implementation of a new project. We have now started creating a Public API for the
client.

Required Skills and Experience

Experience with assembling and deploying .NET applications (MSBuild) (Web, WPF, Windows Service);
Experience working with Azure;
Experience writing scripts for the automation of administrative task (Powershell, CMD, Powershell DSC);
Basic knowledge of MS SQL;
Skills for configuring IIS;
Experience working with CI/CD tools (TeamCity, Octopus);
Experience working with GIT;
Basic programming skills (working with configurations, script transformations);
Basic knowledge of how networks work and network security;
Good spoken English.

DataArt offers:

Professional Development:
— Experienced colleagues who are ready to share knowledge;
— The ability to switch projects, technology stacks, try yourself in different roles;
— More than 150 workplaces for advanced training;
— Study and practice of English: courses and communication with colleagues and clients from different countries;
— Support of speakers who make presentations at conferences and meetings of technology communities.

The ability to focus on your work: a lack of bureaucracy and micromanagement, and convenient corporate services;

Friendly atmosphere, concern for the comfort of specialists;

https://jobs.ua/vacancy/it_web_specialists


Flexible schedule (there are core mandatory hours), the ability to work remotely upon agreement with colleagues;

The ability to work in any of our development centers.

Контактна інформація
 

Телефон: +38 (057) 727-08-27
 
 

Адреса:
Харьков, Ул. Богдана Хмельницкого, Бизнес-центр Протон, 10
этаж
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